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Abstract
Meissner, Stephen C, "Mechanics of a Shear Cutting
Process"
A unique laboratory device, the Laboratory Shear, has been designed and built to
simulate and examine the shear angle cutting process, which is the predominant method
used in many cutting operations. The device is capable of force and velocity measurements
of the shear angle cutting process with the abilities to vary cutting speed, knife preload, and
blade geometry. The dimensions of the device are such that mobility to and from
conditioning rooms in the laboratory environment are not limited. Assembly and
disassembly ease as well as automatic versus manual operation options were incorporated
for greater experimental flexibility. The device has the ability to evaluate products at a
shear velocity of 200 inches per second, which equates to nearly 1000 feet per minute on a
conventional slitter with
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shear angle. The force measurement capability is 10 pounds,
which is sufficient to handle the majority ofKodak films. Knife preload can be adjusted to
provide preloads from 2 lbs to 12 lbs, in increments of 2 lbs.
Debug of the Lab Shear Device was conducted and included knife sharpness
measurement as well as calibration of the load cell and velocity transducer. The upper
(moving) knife was found to have a cutting tip radius of approximately 0.0002 inch and the
lower (stationary) knife was found to have a cutting tip radius of approximately 0.0001
inch. Both knives could be considered as "medium
dull"
based on the Kodak standard for
slitting knife sharpness (X < 0.0001 inch
= sharp, X > 0.0005 inch = dull). Edges for
both knives appeared smooth and defect free as viewed with SEM. Load cell and velocity
transducer calibration resulted in less than 10% standard deviation, which was within
acceptable limits.
Variability of the system was assessed through several experiments using
polycarbonate film. Overall system variability was determined to be within 10%, which
was acceptable for the device's intended use. A linear relationship between the average
cutting force and the average sample thickness was observed, similar to the linear
relationship between tearing force and film thickness reported during the trouser-tearing of
films. Given this observed linear relationship, tearing of polycarbonate seems to be the
dominant failure process despite that the shear angle cutting is a mixed mode fracture
process.
Fracture morphology examination was performed and proved to be beneficial,
showing the ability of the device to generate consistent fractures associated with a specific
speed-preload combination. For the polycarbonate tested, fracture morphologies observed
tend to be independent of speed and dependent on preload.
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was applied to gain a better understanding of the
cutting system mechanics and frictional mechanisms of the Lab Shear Device. Analysis
provided explanation for an observed force shift during cutting in addition to providing a
model for further examination.
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W uniform load
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of film products for consumer use, thin polymer web is converted to
films and sheets of specified size via cutting operations such as slitting and chopping. To
provide high cut-edge quality with minimum debris generation, the process-product
interactions present in these operations need to be understood and optimized. In order to
understand the process-product interactions, forces associated with the cutting operation
need to be determined1. Knowledge of the forces acting during cutting can also be an
important factor in the choice of process, tool, and machine.
In conventional finishing equipment, the shear angle cutting process is the
predominant method used. Shear angle cutting differs from non-shear angle cutting in
terms of dimensionality as shown in Figure 1. Shear angle cutting is a three dimensional
cutting process, where non-shear angle cutting is a two dimensional cutting process. This
difference in dimension is significant with respect to the induced modes of fracture.
Non-ShearAngle Cutting
(a) (2D Cutting)
Figure 1: Shear Angle versus Non-Shear Angle Cutting.
As a crack is initiated and forced to propagate, the stress fields around the crack tip
can be categorized into three separate modes of fracture2, as illustrated in Figure 2. Normal
stresses give rise to the "opening
mode"
denoted as mode I. In-plane shear results in mode
II, or "sliding mode". The "tearing
mode"
or mode HE is caused by out-of-plane shear. In
the non-shear angle Cutting process, the fracture modes responsible for crack propagation
are modes I & II, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 1(a). In the shear angle cutting
process, mode III is added, indicated by the additional arrow in Fig. 1(b). Differences
between these cutting methods are suspected to have a significant impact on the
process-
product interaction and subsequent debris generation. Therefore, a device capable of
simulating and examining shear angle cutting conditions encountered during finishing was
needed.







Figure 2: Three Basic Modes of Fracture.2
2.0 Review of Literature
In order to ascertain whether equipment was previously developed for investigation
of the cutting process, a literature search was conducted. Although cutting is a common
operation in polymer processing, it was found to have received little attention in the
literature. Consequently there is a relatively small body of accessible knowledge from
which to draw relevant previous experience and principles to apply cutting technology to
specific applications. Another avenue of investigation was that of the failure of thin plastic
films, which led to the discovery of a variety of mechanical tests used. The standard
mechanical tests used, Figure 3, provide information with respect to the yield behavior of
the films tested3. Additional tests3*4, Figure 4, 5, and 6, are used to provide fracture
behavior information in terms of fracture energy. While many standard tests are available
for determining the physical properties of polymers, relatively few tests are available for
investigation of the cutting process.
&
dCS.
Figure 3: Mechanical tests used to study yield in polymers3: (a) tensile
test; (b) uniaxial-compression test; (c) plane-strain compression test; (d),






























Figure 5: Sketches of various fracture mechanics specimens employed with
rigid
polymers.3
Figure 6: Schematic of Excess Energy or Swinging Pendulum Impact
Apparatus4, a) Izod or Cantilever Impact, b) Charpy or Supported Impact.
During the course of the literature review, only two devices for the measurement of
forces during cutting were found. One such device, Figure 7, was used to provide
explanation of processes in the cutting of thin sheet material1. The design of the device
allowed for indirect measurement of cutting forces. The measurement of the peripheral
component of the reaction force is related back to the measured difference between values
of the tension on the material in the direction of working before and behind the tool. An
additional component is included to measure forces tending to separate the knives during
the cutting event. Besides being constrained by size and cost limitations, the inability to










y. Angle of Set
CF: Spring Stiffness
Leaf Spring Linkage
Figure 7: Simplified representation of construction for measurement of
forces in rotary
shearing.1
Another device that was found, Figure 8, was used in the investigation into the
roles of knife sharpness and cutting speed in film slitting6. This device consisted of a
simple set-up which allowed for direct measurement of the cutting forces. The set-up was
comprised of a pair of Fiskars scissors to provide the cutting, a load cell for force
measurement, and a motor to provide cutting velocity. Although this device appeared to
provide repeatable results of cutting force for a given set of conditions, it was crude and did















Figure 8: Experimental Slitting Apparatus.6
For the previously mentioned articles, literature searches conducted also resulted in
sparse information on cutting. Considering the combined extent of literature searches, a
need was shown for an inexpensive, yet reliable and flexible device capable of providing
force and velocity measurement of the shear angle cutting event. In order to fulfill this
need, a device was designed and built.
The device, called "the Laboratory Shear Device", was designed to provide force
and velocity measurements of the shear angle cutting process with the abilities
to vary
cutting speed, knife preload, and blade geometry. As depicted in Figure 9, the Lab Shear
Device consists of the cutter assembly and a data acquisition system. The cutting
operations, including auto and manual operation with or without clamp engagement, are
selected using a simple control panel. Force and velocity data are collected via a data






















Figure 9: Laboratory Shear Device and Data Acquisition System
3.0 General Design Considerations
Intended for the laboratory environment, where mobility of the device to and from
conditioning rooms would be necessary, this device was to be built within an envelope that
could fit onto a desk top and could be moved without great difficulty. Use of the device by
researchers required ease of assembly and disassembly as well as automatic versus manual
operation options for greater experimental flexibility.
More specific design requirements were conveyed as listed below:
Finishing Parameter Control
Ability to vary shear velocity.
Velocity must be constant 10% within the cutting region.
Device shall allow for film constraint adjustment.
Blade preload adjustability required.
DataAcquisition
Device shall be capable ofmeasuring cutting force and velocity
throughout the duration of the cut.
Cutting System Considerations
Rugged blade which will be resistant to wear and provide
consistent cutting performance.
Reduced friction between sliding components to minimize
force response dilution.
The following sections describe the design solutions used to meet the listed requirements.
3.1 Finishing Parameter Control
The design of the device allows for certain finishing parameters, such as knife
preload, film constraint, and shear velocity, to be controlled so different finishing
conditions could be approximated. Figure 10 illustrates the device and the various ways
used to control finishing parameters. Boundary conditions relating to the process-product
interaction can be adjusted using moveable, user-activated clamps and load rails which can




Spring Loaded Guide Kails (o provide preload
Clamp Engagement Selection (on/off)
Blade
CPM-10V Material was selected for greater wear
resistance and increased -edge grind performance.
Automatic and Manual Operation
- Allows for greater experimental flexibility
Designed for Easy Assembly and Disassembly
Figure 10: Laboratory Shear Device (Data Acquisition System not shown)
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3.1.1 Knife Preload:
During the cutting operation, lateral forces tending to separate the blades are
expected1. Therefore, a specified force is commonly applied to the moving blade to
maintain blade-to-blade contact prior to cutting. This force is referred to as preload. Knife
preload is provided by means of two separate bars which are spring loaded along their
length. These bars are positioned to sandwich the moving blade against the stationary
blade throughout the cutting operation. Preload is controlled via springs of different spring
constants, which can be changed to achieve preloads from 2 to 12 pounds, in 2 pound
increments. Figure 1 1 represents the knife assembly showing the components used to






Figure 11: Knife Assembly Components
1 1
The theoretical preload force is calculated using the beam
model7 illustrated in
Figure 12 and the spring forces listed in Table 1. The beam model depicts a uniformly
loaded beam, with both ends overhanging two symmetrically placed supports. The preload
is calculated by simply taking the sum of the spring forces on each load rail, which equate
to the load distributed along the length of the rails. Therefore, total preload is simply twice









W/2 = Force per spring.
W = Uniform load.
L = Length of beam.
1 = Length of beam between
supports (springs).
c = Amount of overhang.
Figure 12: Beam Model.
Total Preload (lbf): 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0
Force per Spring (lbf): 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Wire Diameter (in.) 0.025 0.030 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041
*Coil O.D. (in.) 0.355 0.380 0.380
'
0.380 0.380 0.385
*Coil I.D. (in.) 0.305 0.320 0.298 0.298 0.298 0.303
Number of Coils 7 7 6 6 7 7
Free Length (in.) 0.680 0.700 0.560 0.580 0.645 0.665
Final Length (in.) 0.484 0.484 0.484 0.484 0.484 0.484
Deflection (in.) 0.196 0.216 0.076 0.096 0.161 0.181
Calculated FPS (lbf) 0.5 1.0 1.6 2.0 2.8 3.0
Table 1. Spring Specifications for Preloads
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The forces per spring were determined using the specified properties of the 302
stainless steel spring material with a given spring geometry. The force achieved through
the compression of a helical compression spring is dependent on the amount of
compression and the spring rate, k. The spring rate is a function of the spring material,
more specifically, its shearmodulus, G, wire diameter, d, mean radius of the helix, R, and
the number of active coils, Nc. Equation 1 illustrates the relationship between the spring
rate and variables discussed8.
k = Gd4/64R3Nc (1)
where k = spring rate, force/unit deflection
G = shear modulus
d = diameter of wire
R = mean radius of helix
Nc = number of active coils
The design of the preload system required a fixed final spring compression length,
allowing for simple preload adjustment. With a known compression length, the springs
were created to provide a specific force at a given deflection, governed by the springs free
length (length of undeflected spring). Geometric boundaries required that the springs must
loosely fit over a 0.250 inch diameter shaft, and the outside diameter could not exceed
0.500 inch. In Figure 13, calculation of compression spring force for a given spring is
demonstrated. Table 1 contains the geometric dimensions of all the springs available for
the Lab Shear as well as the calculated force-per-spring and total preload.
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For 2 lbf. Preload, 0.5 lbf. per spring:
302 Stainless SteelWire: Shear Modulus: G := 10000000- psi
Wire Diameter: d := 0.025- in
Coil Outside Diamter (O.D.): OD := 0.355 in
Number ofActive Coils,
Nc = Total Number ofCoils - Squared & Ground Ends.
Nc := 7 - 1.75 Nc = 5.25
Mean Radius ofHelix.
R = (l/2)(Coil O.D. - Wire Diameter)
- (OD-d) R = 0.165 -in
Spring Constant Calculation:
k :=-_ k = 2.588-^
64-R Nc m
Force Calculation:
Force, F is equal to spring constant, k, times the deflection.
Deflection is equal to the free length of the springminus the final (compressed) length.
deflection := ( 0.680 - 0.484) in deflection = 0.196?in
F := k deflection F= 0.507* lbf
Figure 13: Helical Compression Spring Force Calculation
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3.1.2 Film Constraint:
Film constraint is provided by means of two air cylinder operated clamps. The
clamps may be moved in and out (relative to the blade) to provide boundary conditions
representative of various finishing situations. The option to manually select individual
clamp engagement is also available. Each clamp, as shown in Figure 14, is composed of
an air operated, non-rotating cylinder with a rubber coated, stainless steel "foot".
. -*.-




Figure 14: Clamping Cylinder Detail
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3.1.3 Shear Velocity:
The shear velocity is the velocity in shear angle cutting as defined by Figure 15.
The velocity relationships are governed by Equation 2 which is derived from the geometry
of the shear blade, shown in Figure 15. For the
10
shear angle blade of the Lab Shear
Device, the shear velocity could reach 200 inches per second based on the velocity
limitation of the speed regulator.
Vs = Vv/tan(<|>) (2)
where Vs = shear velocity
Vv = vertical velocity





Figure 15: Shear Velocity Representation
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The velocity control system is shown in Figure 16. The actuation of the knife is
initiated as air is directed into an air cylinder (PHD, Inc., Cat. No. DAVR 1.125xl-P-E),
providing the driving force. The cylinder is double-ended; one end is attached to the




arm is in contact with a fluid filled regulator (Deschner Corp., Kinechek, Mini-
K, Model 3021-19-1) to provide speed control. The fluid-filled regulator allows precise
control of the blade velocity by means of an adjustment knob. Velocity is captured via a
velocity transducer which is mounted parallel to the air cylinder shown in Figure 16. Once








Lab Shear Base Plate
Sub-Plate forMounting
Speed Control and Impact Absorber
Figure 16: Knife Velocity Control System
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Figure 17 illustrates a velocity vs. time graph, showing constant velocity
throughout the cutting region, as represented by a zero slope. An impact absorbing device
(Deschner Corp., Cushioneer, Model 2002-31-1/2) was included to reduce shocks















o . o Time (millisec)
64 . Om
Figure 18: Inline Flow Controlled Velocity Profile
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Fluid regulated velocity control, as described previously, was chosen over
several
other methods. One such method was that of velocity control via an inline flow control
valve. Such a design did not provide consistent velocity throughout the cutting region, as
shown in Figure 18. Velocity fluctuations and acceleration lag result when losses in air
pressure due to expansion into the air cylinder are encountered. Another method for
velocity control, was that of using an air/oil tandem linear actuator, which had unacceptable
velocity limitations. The solution that is the most well suited for this application was that of
the air cylinder and fluid filled regulator design chosen.
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3.2 Data Acquisition
Force and velocity measurements are made using a load cell and a linear velocity
transducer, respectively. Figure 19 shows the location of measurement devices and
controls on the Lab Shear Device. Device signals are captured using a PC mounted data
acquisition board (PCIP-SCOPE). VisualSCOPE, a software application which simulates
the storage screen of an analog CRT, provides control over the data acquisition and
storage.
a ' t> I
Force Measurement
- Either D SI or o 10# Load Cell is used, depending on
material and/or speed.
- The Load cell is mounted in-line with the vertical
cutting force.
- Output connects to a Data Acquisition System.
Speed Control
- A fluid filled regulator allows for velocity
adjustment and maintains constant velocity
throughout the cutting region.
Impact Absorber
- Hydraulic Energy Disslpator
Velocity Measurement
- A Velocity Transducer is used to relay the vertical
velocity of the knife. Shear velocity is calculated as a
function of vertical velocity and shear angle.
- The transducer Is mounted parallel to the air piston and
moves with it.
- Output connects to a Data Acquisition System.
Driving Force
Air piston provides speed requirements for cutting.
Figure 19: Lab Shear Measurement Devices and Controls
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3.2.1 Force Measurement:
Force measurement is made using a ten pound load cell (A.L. Design, Inc. Model
#ALD-SP-DLC-10). According to the area supporting the shear load as shown in Figure
20, cutting force was calculated using the shear stress formula, Equation 3, where area in





















thickness, h = 0.010 inch,
ultimate shear strength, Tuit =10,000 psi,
shear angle, = 10.
This equation suggests a cutting force of approximately 3 lb, for 0.010 inch thick
polycarbonate. Using the same equation for the other products to be tested with this
device, cutting forces were found to be less than ten pounds. Therefore, a load cell rated
for ten pounds was chosen.
In the Lab Shear Device, the load cell is mounted directly inline with the vertical
driving force. This mounting arrangement allows for direct measurement of cutting forces
as the blade is being pulled through the material.
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3.2.2 Velocity Measurement:
Velocity Measurement is made using a linear velocity transducer, commonly
referred to as an LVT (Lucas Schaevitz Inc., Model# 6L1 VT-Z). The LVT works by
producing an electrical output directly proportional to the time rate of change of linear
displacement. The transducer was factory set at 560 mV/inch/second which was verified
using a photocell set up. Equation 5 illustrates the conversion of signal data, from volts to
inches-per-second (ips), via the application of the 560 mV/ips factor10.
Vips = Vvoits/(0.56 volts/ips) (5)
where Vips = velocity in inches-per-second
Vvoits = velocity in volts
In the Lab Shear Device, the velocity transducer is mounted parallel to the air
piston. This arrangement provides directmeasurement of the knife's vertical velocity. The
shear velocity is then calculated using the vertical velocity and shear angle, as previously
described.
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3.2.3 Data Acquisition System:
A data acquisition system was chosen to achieve rapid collection of data at a
reasonable cost. The system chosen, PCIP-SCOPE hardware with VisualSCOPE
software, met those requirements. PCIP-SCOPE is a plug-in accessory board for a
personal computer, that can emulate a dual-trace, digital sampling oscilloscope. The board
provides the rapid data acquisition capability, with a sampling rate of 20 megahertz, while
VisualSCOPE provides the control. VisualSCOPE is a high-performance, virtual
instrument application program for Microsoft Windows 3.1 or higher. With the PCIP-
SCOPE board, VisualSCOPE transforms the PC into a full-featured digital storage
ocscilloscope. Display controls and operations are designed to emulate benchtop
oscilloscopes, so as to provide an easy to use interface for data acquisition. Figure 21
shows the VisualSCOPE display, as seen on the PC, operating in the Windows
environment.
VisualSCOPE Digital Storage Oscilloscope
FJIc Edit Display gctup on!igure Measure Help
Figure 21: VisualSCOPE Digital Storage Oscilloscope Display
With the VisualSCOPE & PCIP-SCOPE combination, signal data can be acquired,
displayed, and analyzed. Captured waveform data can then be saved onto disk, copied to
Windows Clipboard, or transferred to other applications using Dynamic Data Exchange.
24
3.3 Cutting System Considerations
The cutting system was designed to provide consistent and reliable performance
while having the flexibility to change certain cutting parameters. Cutting system
components are shown in Figure 22, which include the moving and stationary blades, load
springs, load rails, and guide rails.
Blades
Constructed from CPM-IOV Material
for greater wear remittance and
consistent edge grind.
Load Roils (2)
Transfer blade preloads and
provide vertical stability.
Guide Rai Is (2)
Provide) vertical stability for mov i ng blade
Section A -A
Load Spr i ngs (4.)
Six sets to provide 2 to 12 lbs preload




used to reduce the surface
friction between sliding parts. This treatment alsc
provides an extremely hard
surface for greater
wear resistance.
Figure 22: Cutting System Components
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The moving and stationary blades need to be machined to a sharp, uniform
edge
and must be able to maintain that edge for consistent experimentation. Load rails, used in
conjunction with the load springs, must be able to provide a uniform force against the
moving blade. Guide rails provide vertical stability to the moving blade with minimal
contact. All components are surface treated to reduce friction and increase wear resistance.
3.3.1 Blade Material:
Blade material selected was CPM-10V, which is a Crucible ParticleMetal (CPM)
with exceptional wear resistance and superior carbide distribution relative to standard
carbide alloys. A graphical representation of the two materials can be seen in Figure 23.
CPM-10V is made from powdered steel and carbide, where the particles of carbide are of a
much smaller size than found in standard carbide alloys11. Due to the method of
manufacture, CPM allows for a very uniform distribution of carbide particles throughout
the steel.
Figure 23: Illustration of Carbide Particle Distribution.
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As the standard carbide alloy is sharpened, there is a tendency to knock some of the
hard carbide particles out of the soft steel matrix. Once some carbide particles are removed,
a jagged surface is resulted and a rapid deterioration of the edge commences. With the
CPM-10V material, the particles are small enough, and evenly dispersed that the "chipped
edge"
situation is avoided. In addition, the edge is uniformly harder and smoother after
sharpening and, thus, resists wear to a greater extent. Both upper and lower blades were
made of the CPM-10Vmaterial and hardened up to Rockwell C rating of 60. The level of
hardening was chosen to provide greater wear resistance12.
3.3.2 Surface Treatment:
Surface treatment was used to reduce frictional force contribution to the force
response signal. Surfaces between moving parts were plated with an extremely hard
precision chromium electrocoating, "Armoloy", to reduce friction and increase wear
resistance. Friction reduction is claimed to be nearly 50%, when comparing steel against
steel and Armoloy against Armoloy. Table 2 shows static and dynamic coefficients of
friction for various materials with and without Armoloy coating13.













*Babbit - a type of bearing metal, typically composed of tin, copper, and antimony.
Table 2. Coefficients of friction on various materials at 72F13
Wear resistance is increased with the
"Armoloy"
plating, due to Armoloy's
equivalent hardness of 70, Rockwell C, when deposited. The coating thickness ranges
from 0.0001
"
to 0.0002", for the plating to conform exactly to the base metal surface.
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3.3.3 Rails & Springs:
As mentioned previously, knife preload is accomplished via four springs and two
separate bars. The two separate bars (load rails) are made from stainless steel for rigidity
and coated with Armoloy, to reduce friction and increase wear resistance. These rails
provide vertical stability to the moving blade while transferring the specified preload.
The springs (load springs) used to load the rails are made of 302 stainless steel and
conform to the specifications outlined previously in Table 1 . Each spring is situated on a
shoulder screw which acts as an arbor for which the spring is free to slide over. A washer
is positioned between the head of the shoulder screw and one end of the spring to retain it.
The other end of the spring is positioned against another washer which is in direct contact
with the flange of an oilite bearing (i.e. oil-impregnated porous bronze bearing) which is
mounted in the load rail.
Preload adjustment is made quickly and easily with the exchange of springs. Each




As intended, the design of the Lab Shear Device affords further investigation into
the process-product interactions present in conventional finishing equipment. The Lab
Shear Device is capable of providing force and velocity measurements of the cutting
process with the abilities to vary cutting speed, knife preload, and blade geometry.
Force and velocity measurements are made using a load cell and a linear velocity
transducer, respectively. Device signals are captured using a PC mounted data acquisition
board (PCIP-SCOPE), with a 20 megahertz sampling rate. Data acquisition and storage is
controlled through VisualSCOPE, a software application which simulates the storage
screen of an analog CRT on the PC operating underMicrosoftWindows environment.
With the VisualSCOPE & PCIP-SCOPE combination, signal data can be acquired,
displayed, and analyzed. Captured waveform data can then be saved onto disk, copied to




shear angle blade of the Lab Shear Device, the shear velocity could
reach 200 inches per second, which equates to nearly 1000 fpm on a conventional slitter
with
10
shear angle. Using a load cell, the Lab Shear is capable of measuring cutting
forces up to 10 pounds, which is sufficient to handle the majority of Kodak films and
supports. Knife preload adjustments can be made quickly and easily with the exchange of
springs, providing preloads from 2 lbs to 12 lbs, in increments of 2 lbs.
The dimensions of the device are such that mobility to and from conditioning rooms
in the laboratory environment would not be limited. Assembly and disassembly ease as
well as automatic versus manual operation options were incorporated for greater
experimental flexibility. The cutting system was designed to provide consistent and reliable
performance while having the flexibility to change many cutting parameters.
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4.0 Debug
Debug of the Lab Shear Device included knife sharpness measurement as well as
calibration of the load cell and velocity transducer. Knife sharpness was established using
two non-destructive techniques. Load cell calibration was performed using a hand held
force gauge in conjunction with the data acquisition system. Velocity transducer calibration
was performed using a photocell set up.





Calibration with load sequence
Signal Interpretation
Velocity Transducer




Knife sharpness has been shown6 to have an effect on cutting forces as well as
fracture morphology. A dull knife raised cutting forces and degraded cut-edge quality.
Considering the effects knife sharpness has on these parameters, the condition of the knife
edges needed to be assessed for reference. The knife sharpness is defined as the radius of
its cutting tip, which is measured by fitting a circle between the faces of a cutting tool as
illustrated in Figure 24. Knife sharpness could be reduced by wear. In order to have
consistent cutting data from the Lab Shear Device, the knife sharpness needs to be








Figure 24: Cutting Tip Radius Determination Method6
To measure and monitor the knife sharpness and uniformity, two non-destructive
measurement techniques were applied. First, an impressioning technique outlined in the
literature6
was used, whereby an impression of the cutting edge is made, sectioned, and
viewed by an optical microscope to determine the cutting tip radius. Second, the scanning




As noted earlier, the impressioning technique consists of essentially three
operations: 1) taking the impression, 2) sectioning the impression taken, and 3)
establishing edge radius undermagnification.
The impression is taken using a vinyl polysiloxane impression material (3M
kit#9400H), which is a two part liquid mixture that solidifies within four minutes after
mixing. The impressioning procedure begins with cleaning the knife edge free from
debris. Next, a trough is filled with the mixed vinyl polysiloxane material. The knife edge
is then immersed into the mixture. After five minutes, allowing ample time for
solidification, the knife is carefully removed from the impression material, leaving a mold








Top View FrontView SideView ofTrough
Figure 25: Blade Impressioning Procedure6
Sectioning of the mold is accomplished using a single edged razor blade. The mold
is removed from the trough and placed on a flat surface. A single edged razor blade is then
used to slice sections from the mold perpendicular to the plane of the cutting edge. Slices
approximately one-tenth of an inch thick are collected and mounted on microscope slides.
Cutting edge radius is established by viewing the cross-sectional slices under reflective
microscopy.
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Five slices were taken at random increments across the knife edges, and a
consistent tip radius was found for both knives. The upper (moving) knife was found to
have a cutting tip radius, X, of approximately 0.0002 inch and the lower (stationary) knife
was found to have a cutting tip radius of approximately 0.0001 inch. Both knives could be
considered as "medium
dull"
based on the Kodak standard for slitting knife sharpness (X <
0.0001 inch = sharp, X > 0.0005 inch = dull). In this state, the knives are expected to
provide representative cutting forces and fracture morphology. Photomicrographs of the
magnified cross-sections of upper and lower knife impressions can be found in Figures 26
and 27, respectively.
The impressions were viewed via reflective microscopy and therefore present an
image with regions of high contrast. In Figures 26 and 27, the lighter areas represent the
impressioning medium and the darker areas represent the knife area. In Figure 26 the
impressioning medium takes the shape of a backward L, and in Figure 27 the
impressioning medium takes the shape of an upside down L. In both Figures, the vertical
portion represents the knife-to-knife contact surface and the horizontal portion represents
the film-to-knife contact surface.
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Figure 26: Upper (Moving) Knife Impression
Figure 27: Lower (Stationary) Knife Impression
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4.1.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
In order to assess the surface condition of the knives prior to use, a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) was used. The SEM scans an electron beam across a specimen
to produce specimen images with great depth of field14. Superior depth of field was
needed to
"look"
across the knife edge for uniformity determination. Due to the physical
size and shape of the knives, they would have to be cut into pieces in order to evaluate the
surfaces under SEM. To avoid destroying the knives, knife replicas from impressions
were examined. Prior to SEM, the knife impressions were sputtered coated with gold to
provide a conductive surface for the electrons. SEM was performed at 200X magnification
to capture the entire edge for upper and lower knives. Edges for both knives appeared
smooth and defect free as viewed with SEM. SEM photomicrographs of the impressions
may be seen in Figures 28 and 29.
The SEM image in Figure 28 shows the upper knife impression as viewed looking
directly at the apex of the knife. The lighter (completely white) area indicates high
reflectance and is indicative of a very smooth surface. The darker area is the adjacent edge
of the knife and shows a rougher surface with some visible grind marks. Figure 29 shows
the lower knife from the same angle as Figure 28. The entire area of Figure 29 appears
dark, with a horizontal black band in the center. This black band is the impressioned tip of
the knife, separating adjacent surfaces. The upper area is the film-to-knife contact surface
and the lower area is the knife-to-knife contact surface. The knife-to-film contact surface
appears rougher than the adjacent surface, and shows visible grind marks. The surface
finish differences observed are due to the different grinding processes used and are
acceptable.
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Figure 28: Upper (Moving) Knife SEM
Figure 29: Lower (Stationary) Knife SEM
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4.2 Load Cell
Load cell calibration was conducted using a 0-10 lb. Hand Held Force Gauge
(Hunter Spring Co., Model L-10) shown in Figure 30. The gage was calibrated prior to
use using a sequence of loads from 0 to 10 lbs in 1 lb increments.
y"
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Figure 30: Hand Held Force Gauge
A fixture was fabricated in order to test the load cell in an orientation which allowed
inline application and measurement of the load. The fixture was composed of three pieces,
as shown in Figure 3 1 .
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Figure 31: Load Cell Calibration Fixture
The three pieces making up the fixture are described as follows:
1 . A flanged cylinder with an internal threaded portion along the axis
concentric with the outer diameter.
2. Another flanged cylinder with a central bore and an external threaded
portion along the axis concentric with the bore diameter.
3. A shaft with a diameter slightly smaller than that of the bore previously
mentioned, with internal threaded portions on either end.
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The fixture is assembled by threading one flanged cylinder onto the other, so that
the flanged portions are opposing one another. The shaft is then inserted though the center
of the two flanged cylinders, so that a small amount of shaft extends beyond the flanged
ends. The hand held force gauge is then attached to the shaft by threading the lower
threaded extension from the gauge onto one end of the shaft. The other end of the shaft is
then attached to the load cell mounting screw, with the load cell positioned between the
screw and the flanged end. As the flanged ends are counter-rotated with respect to one
another, they begin to separate, thereby applying the same load against both the load cell
and the force gauge. By comparing the readout from the force gauge with thatmeasured by









Load Cell Mounting Screw
Leads to
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Figure 32: Gauge Assembly
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4.2.1 Calibration with Load Sequence
Load cell calibration was performed by taking a series ofmeasurements from zero to
ten pounds at one pound increments. Output voltages were read from the data acquisition
system and were recorded in Table 3 at each increment. Average load cell output voltages
corresponding to force input values were calculated and also listed in Table 3.
Applied Load Load Cell Output (volts) Average Std. Dev.
(lbs) Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Trial 6 Trial 7 Trial 8 (volts) (%)
0 -0.046 -0.036 -0.055 -0.060 -0.062 -0.073 -0.065 -0.070 -0.058 -21%
1 0.106 0.101 0.095 0.084 0.089 0.088 0.088 0.103 0.094 9%
2 0.288 0303 0.308 0.255 0.270 0.254 0.288 0256 0.278 8%
3 0.485 0.486 0.459 0.448 0.523 0.480 0.471 0.451 0.475 5%
4 0.679 0.669 0.650 0.647 0.678 0.637 0.672 0.619 0.656 3%
5 0.883 0.857 0.860 0.827 0.895 0.893 0.904 0.853 0.872 3%
6 1.094 1.099 1.075 1.020 1.082 1.088 1.126 1.052 1.080 3%
7 1.303 1.326 1.319 1290 1.238 1.291 1.274 1.240 1.285 3%
8 1.529 1.557 1.507 1.485 1.492 1.575 1.571 1.452 1.521 3%
9 1.774 1.743 1.724 1.710 1.692 1.814 1.807 1.676 1.743 3%
10 1.946 1.950 1.930 1.924 1.920 1.958 1.953 1.877 1.932 1%
Table 3: Force Input to Load Cell Output Interpretation
Excluding the initial zero load points, standard deviations for all of the voltage
values were within 10%, which was acceptable for the device's intended use.
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4.2.2 Signal Interpretation
Linear regression was performed on the collected load cell data to obtain a
correlation between the relayed voltage and the pounds force. Linear fit resulted in a slope
(m) of 0.203 and an intercept (b) of -0.1165, with a correlation coefficient of 0.998.




= load cell relayed voltage
m = slope of best fit line
x = load cell force response
b = vertical intercept ofbest fit line
Using equation 6, interpretation of cutting forces in pounds can be made and plotted as
shown in Figure 33.
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Figure 33: Converted Force vs. Time Plot
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4.3 Velocity Transducer
Calibration for the velocity transducer was conducted using the
photocell set up as
shown in Figure 34. Two self-contained photoelectric controls (Skan-A-Matic Corp.,
Model C32-224), shown in Figure 35, were positioned 0.75 inch apart and located at the
end portion of cylinder travel. As the cylinder was actuated, the cells would be triggered as
the knife went past.
CouplingMember for




Figure 34: Photocell Set Up
Figure 35: Self-Contained Photoelectric Control
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4.3.1 Calibration with Photocell Set-Up
Velocity Transducer (VT) output was verified using the photocell set up previously
described. The photocell set up was used to obtain the velocity for the last 75% of knife
travel. Figure 36, shows the plots generated as the photocells triggered. The upper plot
represents the top photocell signal and the lower represents the bottom one. The velocity
was calculated by dividing the separating distance by the difference in trigger times.
Photocell-measured and transducer-relayed velocity values are tabulated in Table 4. The
photocell set-up allowed verification of the vertical velocity relayed via the transducer.
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Figure 36: Photocell Trigger Plot @ 10 ips
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Initial Final Trigger Calculated VT-Relayed
Trigger Trigger Difference Velocity Velocity
Trial # (sees) (sees) (sees) (ips) (ips)
1 0.0002 0.0786 0.0783 9.58 10
2 0.0005 0.0782 0.0777 9.66 10
3 0.0005 0.0786 0.0781 9.60 10
4 0.0005 0.0785 0.0781 9.61 10
5 0.0003 0.0783 0.0780 9.62 10
6 0.0001 0.0781 0.0780 9.62 10
7 0.0007 0.0788 0.0781 9.60 10
8 0.0003 0.0782 0.0778 9.64 10
9 0.0006 0.0782 0.0775 9.67 10
10 0.0006 0.0781 0.0775 9.68 10
Average: 9.63
Standard Deviation: 0.034
Std. Dev. (%): 0.35%
Overall Difference (VT vs. Actual): 3.73%
Table 4: Velocity Transducer & Photocell Data @ 10 ips.
4.3.2 Signal Interpretation
After the velocity was verified, an equation relating relayed voltage to the shear
velocity, Eq. 7, was developed and used to create reference Table 5. Equation 7 combines
Eq. 2 and Eq. 5 to provide the necessary velocity interpretation.
Vsips = [Vvvolts/ tan (<i>)]/(0.56 volts/ips) (7)
where Vsips = shear velocity in ips
Vvvolts = vertical velocity in volts
= shear angle
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Table 5 is used to "dial
in"
the shear velocity desired based on voltages read from the
Visual Scope software display.





2.0 3.6 18 20.3 101
4.0 7.1 36 40.5 203





JllP . 89 101.3 506
12.0 21.4 107 121.5 608
14.0 25.0 125 141.8 709
16.0 28.6 143 162.0 810
18.0 32.1 161 182.3 911
20,0
.
35.7 179 ''"'^%25- 1013
Table 5: Lab Shear Velocity Table
Equation 7 is used to generate meaningful plots, like the one shown in Figure 37,
with shear velocity (ips) versus time instead of vertical velocity (volts) versus time.
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Figure 37: Converted Shear Velocity vs. Time Plot
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4.4 Conclusions
Debug of the Lab Shear Device included knife sharpness measurement as well as
calibration of the load cell and velocity transducer. Knife sharpness was established using
two non-destructive techniques. Load cell calibration was performed using a hand held
force gauge in conjunction with the data acquisition system. Velocity transducer calibration
was performed using a photocell set up.
Due to the effects of blade sharpness on cutting forces and fracture morphology,
measurements were taken of knife edges for reference. The upper (moving) knife was
found to have a cutting tip radius of approximately 0.0002 inch and the lower (stationary)
knife was found to have a cutting tip radius of approximately 0.0001 inch. Both knives
could be considered as "medium
dull"
based on the Kodak standard for slitting knife
sharpness (X < 0.0001 inch = sharp, X > 0.0005 inch = dull). In this state the knives are
expected to provide representative cutting forces and fracture morphology. Edges for both
knives appeared smooth and defect free as viewed with SEM.
Load cell calibration was performed by taking a series of measurements from zero
to ten pounds at one pound increments. Excluding the initial zero load points, standard
deviations for all of the load cell voltage values were within 10%, which was acceptable for
the device's intended use.
Calibration for the velocity transducerwas conducted using a photocell set up.
The photocell set-up allowed verification of the vertical velocity relayed via the transducer.




Following an initial debugging period, several experiments were conducted to
determine the test variability of the device and investigate the causes for the variation.
5.1 Variability Experiment
5.1.1. Experimental Design:
The experiment was designed to determine system variations for cutting speeds at 5
and 100 ips, and preloads of 2 and 12 pounds. These parameters were chosen were to
provide the greatest amount of variation. The Lab Shear Device was started cold each
morning and allowedvto warm up for thirty minutes, as recommended by the load cell
manufacturer, prior to making the morning cuts. The device was left on all day until after
the final afternoon cuts were made. A random arrangement of testing parameters, as
shown in Table 6, were selected. Three cuts per sample were made for each parameter
evaluated, as illustrated in Figure 38.
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DAY Trial # Time Preload (lbs) Speed (ips)
1 1 AM 2 100
2 PM 2 5
2 3 AM 2 100
4 PM 2 5
3 5 AM 2 5
6 PM 12 5
4 7 AM 12 100
8 PM 12 100
5 9 AM 2 5
10 PM 2 100
6 11 AM 12 5
12 PM 12 5
7 13 AM 12 5
14 PM 12 100
8 15 AM 12 100
16 PM 2 100
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Figure 38. Experimental Design Matrix for Initial Variability Study
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5.1.2. Material Used:
Sample strips were cut from a sheet of 0.010 inch thick Polycarbonate (HYZOD
EN, Sheffield Plastics, Inc.), to dimension 2-inch wide by 12-inch long. The strips were
conditioned at
70
F and 50% RH for 24 hours prior to cutting. Thicknesses were
measured using a thickness gage (Mitutoyo, Type IDC-1 12ME) and tabulated in Table 7.
Varl Front Center Back Avg. Thk Var 9 Front Center Back Avg. Thk.
CI 7.50 7.75 8.45 7.90 CI 10.10 9.85 9.60 9.85
C2 7.50 7.85 8.20 7.85 C2 10.15 10.05 9.90 10.03
C3 7.55 7.75 8.20 7.83 C3 10.25 10.25 9.85 10.12
Var 2 Var 10
CI 8.25 7.75 7.50 7.83 CI 7.50 8.30 10.50 8.77
C2 8.25 7.85 7.50 7.87 C2 7.40 8.05 10.45 8.63
C3 8.20 7.85 7.55 7.87 C3 7.45 7.95 10.05 8.48
Var 3 Var 11
CI 8.45 8.95 9.20 8.87 CI 10.50 8.35 7.70 8.85
C2 8.50 9.05 9.45 9.00 C2 10.55 8.35 7.60 8.83
C3 8.30 8.65 9.25 8.73 C3 10.50 8.30 7.50 8.77
Var 4 Var 12
CI 9.05 8.70 8.25 8.67 CI 7.65 8.20 10.20 8.68
C2 9.10 8.80 8.25 8.72 C2 7.65 8.25 10.30 8.73
C3 9.15 8.95 8.30 8.80 C3 7.65 8.35 10.25 8.75
Var 5 Var 13
CI 9.05 9.35 9.60 9.33 CI 10.40 10.35 10.25 10.33
C2 9.20 9.35 9.60 9.38 C2 10.45 10.30 10.35 10.37
C3 9.25 9.55 9.70 9.50 C3 10.45 10.50 10.50 10.48
Var 6 Var 14
CI 9.10 9.45 9.75 9.43 CI 10.30 10.20 10.10 10.20
C2 9.30 9.35 9.55 9.40 C2 10.50 10.35 10.40 10.42
C3 9.30 9.40 9.65 9.45 C3 10.25 10.25 10.25 10.25
Var 7 Var 15
CI 9.15 9.40 9.70 9.42 CI 10.45 10.35 10.40 10.40
C2 9.50 9.80 9.90 9.73 C2 10.45 10.40 10.35 10.40
C3 9.55 9.70 9.90 9.72 C3 10.25 10.30 10.25 10.27
Var 8 Var 16
CI 9.60 9.85 10.05 9.83 CI 10.35 10.35 10.40 10.37
C2 9.70 9.95 10.20 9.95 C2 10.30 10.45 10.55 10.43
C3 9.60 9.85 10.05 9.83 C3 10.40 10.45 10.50 10.45
Table 7. Thickness Variations for Initial Variability Study
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5.1.3. Results & Discussion
5.1.3.1. Force Signals
The Laboratory Shear Device produces force and velocity signals during the cutting
event similar to those depicted in Figures 39 & 40. The force signal, as shown in Figure
41, is composed of a
"baseline"
force (due to friction), a
"peak"
force (due to knife-sample




force (due to the cutting event). The
"cutting"
force is determined by subtracting the baseline force from the median force.
Baseline and median forces were recorded in Table 8 along with calculation of cutting
forces for each sample cut. An attempt was made to normalize the force signal for film
thickness. Due to the extreme variation in thickness from sample to sample and across the
individual sample widths, normalization of captured signals was unsuccessful.






Figure 39. Force Response Curve during Cutting Event






Figure 40. Shear Velocity Curve during Cutting Event
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Figure 41. Force Signal Interpretation and Nomenclature
Varl Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3 Var 9 Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3
100 ips Baseline Force (lbs) 1.0 1.1 1.0 5 ips Baseline Force (lbs): 0.5 0.6 0.5
21b. Median Force (lbs) 5.0 5.2 5.5 21b. Median Force (lbs): 6.0 6.5 6.5
AM Cutting Force (lbs) 4.0 4.1 4.5 AM Cutting Force (lbs): 5.5 5.9 6.0
Var 2 Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3 Var 10 Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3
5 ips Baseline Force (lbs) 0.5 0.6 0.6 100 ips Baseline Force (lbs): 0.7 0.7 0.7
21b. Median Force (lbs) 4.0 4.0 4.0 21b. Median Force (lbs): 6.0 6.0 5.5
PM Cutting Force (lbs) 3.5 3.4 3.4 PM Cutting Force (lbs): 5.3 5.3 4.8
Var 3 Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3 Var 11 Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3
100 ips Baseline Force (lbs) 1.0 1.0 1.0 5 ips Baseline Force (lbs): 2.8 2.9 2.9
2 1b. Median Force (lbs) 6.0 7.0 6.5 121b. Median Force (lbs): 6.0 6.0 6.0
AM Cutting Force (lbs) 5.0 6.0 5.5 AM Cutting Force (lbs): 3.2 3.1 3.1
Var 4 Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3 Var 12 Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3
5 ips Baseline Force (lbs) 0.6 0.6 0.5 5 ips Baseline Force (lbs): 3.0 2.8 3.0
21b. Median Force (lbs) 5.0 5.0 5.0 121b. Median Force (lbs): 6.5 6.0 6.5
PM Cutting Force (lbs) 4.4 4.4 4.5 PM Cutting Force (lbs): 3.5 3.2 3.5
Var 5 Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3 Var 13 Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3
5 ips Baseline Force (lbs) 0.2 0.3 0.3 5 ips Baseline Force (lbs): 3.0 3.0 3.0
21b. Median Force (lbs) 5.0 5.5 6.0 121b. Median Force (lbs): 8.5 8.5 8.5
AM Cutting Force (lbs) 4.8 5.2 5.7 AM Cutting Force (lbs): 5.5 5.5 5.5
Var 6 Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3 Var 14 Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3
5 ips Baseline Force (lbs) 2.7 2.7 2.7 100 ips Baseline Force (lbs): 3.2 3.3 3.3
121b. Median Force (lbs) 7.0 7.0 7.0 121b. Median Force (lbs): 9.0 9.0 9.0
PM Cutting Force (lbs): 4.3 4.3 4.3 PM Cutting Force (lbs): 5.8 5.7 5.7
Var 7 Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3 Var 15 Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3
100 ips Baseline Force (lbs) 3.0 3.1 3.1 100 ips Baseline Force (lbs): 3.5 3.3 3.5
121b. Median Force (lbs) 8.0 8.0 8.0 121b. Median Force (lbs): 9.0 9.0 9.0
AM Cutting Force (lbs): 5.0 4.9 4.9 AM Cutting Force (lbs): 5.5 5.7 5.5
Var 8 Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3 Var 16 Cutl Cut 2 Cut 3
100 ips Baseline Force (lbs) 2.9 2.8 2.8 100 ips Baseline Force (lbs): 1.0 1.0 0.9
121b. Median Force (lbs): 7.5 7.5 7.5 21b. Median Force (lbs): 8.0 8.0 8.0
PM Cutting Force (lbs): 4.6 4.7 4.7 PM Cutting Force (lbs): 7.0 7.0 7.1
Table 8. Baseline, Median, and Cutting Forces for Initial Variability Study
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A linear relationship between average cutting force and average film thickness was
found, as shown in Figures 42-45. Using a trouser-tear
test15
as shown in Figure 46,
Rivlin and Thomas16 have demonstrated that for rubber, the fracture energy, G, is equal to
the tear force, F, divided by thickness, t, ie.: G = F/t. In other words, with a constant
fracture energy, the tear force associated with the trouser tear test for rubber, is linearly
proportional to the rubber's thickness. This relationship was extended by
others17'1819 to
examine materials other than rubber, specifically polymide and polyethylene films. The
results have also shown linear relationships between the tearing force and film thickness.
Although shear angle cutting is a mixed-mode fracture, the linear relationship between the
cutting force and film thickness seems to indicate the characteristics of tearing with a
constant fracture energy.
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Figure 42. Cutting Force vs. Thickness, 2 lbs, 100 ips.
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Figure 43. Cutting Force vs. Thickness, 2 lbs, 5 ips.
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10.40
Figure 44. Cutting Force vs. Thickness, 12 lbs, 100 ips.
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Figure 45. Cutting Force vs. Thickness, 12 lbs, 5 ips.
Figure 46. Trouser-Tear Test Specimen15
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Using the baseline signals, which were free from sample thickness variation,
conclusions could be drawn with respect to device variability. For each speed and preload
combination, twelve samples were cut, six in the morning (AM) and six in the afternoon
(PM). The maximum standard deviation observed for the baseline data collected for six
cuts of a given parameter was nearly 10%, as shown in Table 9.
12 lbs, 5 ips 12 lbs, 100 ips 2 lbs, 5 ips 2 lbs, 100 ips
2.8 2.7 3.0 2.9 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.9
2.9 2.7 3.1 2.8 0.6 0.6 1.1 0.9
2.9 2.7 3.1 2.8 0.5 0.6 1.0 0.9
3.0 3.0 3.5 3.2 0.5 0.6 1.0 1
3.0 2.8 3.3 3.3 0.5 0.6 1.0 1
iQ 10 3 33 05 05 LO 09
Average: 2.93 2.82 3.25 3.05 0.52 0.57 1.02 0.93
Std Dev.: 3% 5% 7% 8% 8% 9% 4% 6%
Table 9. Baseline Force Data for Initial Variability Study
Given such a large standard deviation for the baseline force, variations from
morning to afternoon were insignificant. Consistent increases in baseline force were also
observed for increases in preload and in speed. A parametric study that is detailed in
section 5.3 will examine these increases in baseline force.
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5.1.3.2. FractureMorphology
Failure mechanisms during the cutting process under various conditions could be
studied through the analysis of the fracture morphology20. Therefore, the ability for the
Lab Shear to generate reproducible fracture morphology for a given set of conditions, was
essential. Morphological examination of the cut (or fractured) edges entailed cross-
sectioning the cut samples at the point of separation and observing under reflective
microscopy (Appendix Figures A1-A16). The orientation of the cut edges, and associated
nomenclature, is shown in Figure 47.
Figure 47. Cut-Edge Orientation and Nomenclature
Fracture morphology repeated very well for each set of similar speed-preload
conditions, with no time-of-day dependence. Of the four cross-section pairs for each
speed-preload combination, only one pair was necessary to represent the fracture
morphology for the others in the set. Therefore, representative fracture morphology for
each speed-preload combination is provided via Figures 48-51.
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Figure 48: Fracture Morphology at 2 lb Preload and 5 ips.
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Figure 51: Fracture Morphology at 12 lb Preload and 100 ips.
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The typical fracture morphology exhibited under low speed and low preload
conditions, Figure 48, is similar to the fracture morphology exhibited under high speed and
low preload, Figure 49. Both edges show significant distortion due to bending and
stretching during the cutting event. At low speed and high preload the typical fracture
morphology, Figure 50, is similar to that exhibited under high speed and high preload,
Figure 5 1 . For these conditions, fractured edges show only slight distortion with minimal
bending. The trend in fracture morphology similarities would seem to indicate the
influence of preload is greater than that of speed. Where less distortion is observed at
higher preloads, regardless of speed.
5.1.4. Conclusions
A linear relationship, G = F/t, between the average cutting force, F, and the average
sample thickness, t, was observed, which has been
shown15-19 to relate to fracture energy,
G. Given the observed linear relationship, the Lab Shear should be able to provide
additional insight into the mixed-mode fracture energy associated with shear-angle cutting.
During the study, variations in the force response signal could not be separated
from material thickness variations, therefore, baseline signal information was used to draw
conclusions about the variability of the system. Using the baseline signals, variations from
morning to afternoon were found to be
insignificant. Consistent increases were seen in
baseline force signals associated with increases in speed and preload. A parametric study
designed to look at speed and preload effects on baseline force signals in more detail, was
conducted and is described later in this report.
Fracture morphology examination proved to be beneficial, showing the ability of
the device to generate consistent fractures associated with a specific speed-preload
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combination. For the polycarbonate tested, fracture morphologies observed tend to be
independent of speed and dependent on preload.
5.2 Knife edge cleaning procedure.
During the initial variability study, an increase in signal variation was observed
between some cuts made under identical system settings and with very little thickness
variation. An investigation into the observed signal variability using 0.005 inch thick
polycarbonate, which is more uniform in thickness, was then conducted. After observing
an increase in signal variability as cutting progressed, contamination of the knife edge by
cutting debris was suspected. The knife edge was cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and
additional cuts were made. The initial cut made immediately after cleaning showed a
marked decrease in variability. Figures 52 and 53 illustrate the differences in signal
variability, with and without cleaning the knife edge. Thus, a knife-edge cleaning
procedure was implemented to eliminate the signal variability. The procedure included
using a cotton swab soaked in isopropyl alcohol, to swab both knife edges prior to. each
cut.
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Figure 52. Force Signal with Dirty Knife Edge
5 mil PC, 20 ips, 2 lb, Clean Blade
ooooooooooooooo
Time (seconds)
Figure 53. Force Signal with Clean Knife Edge
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5.3 Parametric Study of Preloads
5.3.1. Introduction
To investigate the increases in baseline force associated with speed increases, a
parametric study of preloads was conducted. This experiment examined all preloads, from
2 to 12 pounds, in 2 pound increments, at two different speeds, 5 and 100 ips. Baseline
signals were used and five signals were captured for each parameter evaluated. To assess
day to day variation, the experiment was duplicated on a separate day. Results are
tabulated in Tables 10 and 1 1.
Preload Velocity Load Cell Baseline Forces (lbs)
Ohsl Ops) Cl_ C2 C3 C4 C5_ Avg. StdDev.
2 5 1.01 0.96 0.95 1.04 1.03 1.00 4%
4 5 1.37 1.38 1.40 1.39 1.40 1.39 1%
6 5 1.88 1.89 1.90 1.91 1.91 1.90 1%
8 5 2.17 2.18 2.21 2.20 2.19 2.19 1%
10 5 2.72 2.70 2.68 2.68 2.67 2.69 1%
12 5 3.15 3.16 3.16 3.18 3.17 3.16 0%
2 100 1.22 1.22 1.20 1.22 1.20 1.21 1%
4 100 1.73 1.81 1.88 1.66 1.81 1.78 5%
6 100 2.37 2.20 2.37 2.37 2.35 2.33 3%
8 100 2.71 2.62 2.70 2.71 2.63 2.67 2%
10 100 3.20 3.12 3.05 3.09 3.15 3.12 2%
12 100 3.48 3.40 3.40 3.37 3.46 3.42 1%
Table 10. Parametric Study, Day 1 Results
'reload Velocity Load Cell Baseline Forces (lbs)
(lbs) (ips) Ci C2 C3 C4 C5 Avg. StdDev.
2 5 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.94 1%
4 5 1.37 1.38 1.39 1.39 1.42 1.39 1%
6 5 1.76 1.78 1.77 1.74 1.75 1.76 1%
8 5 2.15 2.14 2.14 2.12 2.15 2.14 0%
10 5 2.69 2.70 2.70 2.72 2.71 2.70 0%
12 5 3.08 3.09 3.09 3.07 3.10 3.09 0%
2 100 1.07 1.14 1.23 1.23 1.21 1.17 6%
4 100 1.85 1.69 1.61 1.61 1.85 1.73 7%
6 100 2.04 2.01 2.21 2.06 2.05 2.08 4%
8 100 2.51 2.43 2.51 2.51 2.43 2.48 2%
10 100 3.00 2.92 3.00 3.00 2.92 2.97 1%
12 100 3.66 3.50 3.58 3.42 3.50 3.53 3%
Table 11 Parametric Stiidy, I>ay 2 Results
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5.3.2. Results & Discussion
Day-to-day and within-a-day variations were found to be less than 10%.
Significant increases in force were observed, as before, with increased speed at same
preload. Baseline forces associated with the applied preloads were averaged for the two
days and plotted against each other in Figure 54.




Figure 54. Baseline Forces vs. Preload
A force difference was found to exist between baseline signals generated at the two
different speeds. This force difference ranged from about 0.2 lbs to about 0.4 lbs, varying
throughout the range of preloads. A linear relationship between the force required to pull
the moving blade and the preload
selected may be found using the coefficient of friction for
the surfaces involved. For the Lab Shear cutting system, the coefficient of kinetic friction
is expected to be around 0.32 based on reported coefficient values13.
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The slope between the baseline force and the preload force could be considered as
the system frictional coefficient. The system coefficient of friction based on the
experimental data is approximately 0.22 for both speeds. This value is significantly below
the 0.32 theoretical value. Although the system frictional coefficients for both speeds are
the same, an increase in overall baseline force was observed at the higher cutting speed.
5.3.3. Conclusion
Considering the observed force shift and coefficient difference, additional frictional
mechanisms not clearly understood at this time appear to be influencing the force required
to pull the moving blade. This does not cause any problems with the cutting force signal
interpretations because the baseline signal is always subtracted from the cutting force
signal. In other words, an elevated baseline signal will not elevate the cutting force and
vice versa, a low baseline signal will not lower the cutting force.
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5.4 Finite Element Analysis of Lab Shear Device
5.4.1. Introduction
Following the parametric study, where an unexplained force shift with unexpected
friction coefficients were encountered, additional explanation was desired. Finite element
analysis was applied to provide increased understanding of the interaction between cutting
system components, and the effects of friction and speed. The finite element program
used, ABAQUS/Standardt, provides modeling capability of sliding contact conditions.
5.4.2. Finite Element Model
To take advantage of the relatively thin geometry of the cutting components, a
two-
dimensional plane strain model was used to represent the system. The two-dimensional
(2D) systemmodel, Figure 56, of the Lab Shear Device's (LSD's) cutting components was
generated using
Patran^ pre-processing FEA software. The model included the moving
blade, the stationary blade, a loadrail, and two spring elements.
t ABAQUS/Standard is a general purpose implicit finite element program which allows for non-linear analysis.
t MSC/PATRAN 1 .4-2 was used for pre-processing and ABAQUS/Post was used for post-processing the results.
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Figure 56. 2D Patran Model of LSD Cutting System Components
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For the two-dimensional representation, the loadrail was 0.38 inch wide by 5.25
inches high, the moving blade was 0.13 inch wide by 4.50 inches high, and the stationary
blade was 0.50 inch wide by 5.50 inches high. For simplicity and considering the
immediate area of load application, all components were represented to be 1.0 inch thick.
Four-node bilinear plane strain quadrilateral elements (CPE4) were used to model the
loadrail and the blades. For each component, discretization into nodes and elements was
required. The loadrail was discretized into 105 nodes and 80 elements. The moving blade
was discretized into 306 nodes and 250 elements. The stationary blade was discretized into
130 nodes and 100 elements. The material specification for the loadrail and the blades was
steel, with Young's modulus assumed to be 30 x
106
psi, Poisson's ratio of 0.3, and a
density of 0.283
lbm/in3 (7.33 x 10-4 {lbf-sec2/in}/{in3})21.
The two springs were modeled using spring elements (SPRING1) which act in a
fixed direction with ends between ground and a node. Each spring was specified to act
horizontally against the load rail, with one end fixed and the other bound to a node on the
loadrail. The loadrail was constrained translationally in the vertical direction at one central
node to allow pivoting.
Frictional coefficients were selected to provide close approximation to the sliding
contact behavior experienced. Contact surfaces at the loadrail - moving blade interface
were
Armoloy13
coated, which has a specified coefficient of sliding friction of 0.12.
Contact surfaces at the moving blade
-
stationary blade interface were bare steel, with a
specified13 coefficient of sliding friction of 0.2.
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To evaluate the effects of speed on the system, the moving blade was
actuated at
speeds of 5, 50, and 100 inches per second (ips). Acceleration of the system was provided
via a velocity profile. Assuming acceleration of the system not to be an influencing factor,
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Figure 57. Velocity Amplitude Profile
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5.4.3. Finite Element Analysis
Once the construction of the model was complete, analysis was performed. The
system was analyzed in several steps using the finite element software. The initial step was
used to move the moving blade 0.125 inch towards the load rail, thereby compressing the
spring elements. Spring constants were calculated to provide 2 pounds force for 0.125
inch compression, which would amount to a 4 pound preload for the model. The next step
was used to move the stationary blade up to and against the moving blade. The final step
involved actuating the moving blade at speeds of 5, 50, and 100 ips. with, and without, a
slight misalignment represented by a horizontal deflection of 0.002 inch. The input data
used to perform the analysis for the steps are provided in Figures 58 and 59.
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Figure 59. ABAQUS Input Data for Steps 3 and 4
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5.4.4. Results
The force required to pull the moving blade without misalignment (no deflection)
was calculated, as shown in Figure 59, and compared to FEA results. FEA provided a
drag force result consistent with that calculated, providing confidence in the system model
and FEA results. Without misalignment, the drag force remained constant for the speeds
tested. Adding a slight misalignment (0.002 in. horizontal deflection) dropped the drag
force nearly 60%, at the relatively slow speed of 5 ips. In the misaligned model, the drag
force was shown to increase by about 20% with increased speed. Results are tabulated in
Table 12.
P = Preload Force
F = Pull Force
R,
I
f-l = Reaction Force at Knife-Rail Interface
*T-2 = Reaction Force at Knife-Knife Interface
Calculation of force required to pull the moving blade:
Known Values:
Preload Force: P := 4-lbf
Coefficient ofKinetic Friction for Knife-Rail Interface: \i \
:= 0.12
Coefficient ofKinetic Friction for Knife-Knife Interface: \i i
:- 0.20
Calculations:
Reaction Force at Knife-Rail Interface: Rfj
:= Pu i Rf j = 0.48*lbf
Reaction Force at Knife-Knife Interface: R f.2
:= p ^ 2 R f.2
= -8 " lbf
Total Force, F, required to pull the moving knife: F := R f. i + R f.2
Figure 59. Drag Force Calculation
F = 1.28-lbf
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Speed Preload Deflection Drag Force
(ips) (lbs) (inches) (lbs)
5 4 None 1.28
5 4 0.002 0.81
50 4 0.002 0.97
100 4 0.002 0.97
Table 12. Finite Element Drag Force Results
5.4.5. Conclusions
Finite Element Analysis provided possible explanation for an observed force shift
during cutting in addition to providing a model for further examination. Finite Element
Analysis indicated that the force required to pull the moving blade can be effected by slight
misalignment. Analysis also indicates this force can increase with increasing velocity. The
results of the analysis indicate the coefficient of sliding friction to be in the range of 0.20 to
0.24 during actuation with a slight misalignment. Empirical results show that the
coefficient of sliding friction averages out to 0.22, which corresponds well to FEA results.
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5.5. Variability Study Conclusion
The assessment of system variability was conducted in steps. The first step involved
a variability experiment using 10 mil Polycarbonate. The experiment was designed to
determine system variations for cutting speeds at 5 and 100 ips, and preloads of 2 and 12
pounds. From this experiment, a linear relationship between the average cutting force and
the average sample thickness was observed, which has been shown to relate to fracture
energy15-19. Given the observed linear relationship, the Lab Shear should be able to provide
additional insight into the mixed-mode fracture energy associated with shear-angle cutting.
Fracture morphology examination was performed and proved to be beneficial,
showing the ability of the device to generate consistent fractures associated with a specific
speed-preload combination. For the polycarbonate tested, fracture morphologies observed
tend to be independent of speed and dependent on preload.
During the experiment, variations in the force response signal could not be separated
from material thickness variations, therefore, baseline signal information was used to draw
conclusions about the variability of the system. The maximum standard deviation observed
for the baseline data collected was within 10%. Using the baseline signals, variations from
morning to afternoon were found
to be insignificant. Consistent increases were seen in
baseline force signals associated with increases in speed and preload. A parametric study
designed to look at speed and preload effects on baseline force signals in more detail, was
proposed.
The second step involved the execution of a parametric study of preloads to
investigate the increases in baseline force associated with speed increases. This experiment
examined all preloads, from 2 to 12 pounds, in 2 pound increments, at two different
speeds, 5 and 100 ips. Day-to-day and within-a-day variations were found to be less than
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10%. A force difference was found to exist between baseline signals generated at the two
different speeds. This force difference ranged from about 0.2 lbs to about 0.4 lbs, varying
throughout the range of preloads. Additional frictional mechanisms not clearly understood
at the time of the study appeared to be influencing the force required to pull the moving
blade. This does not cause any problems with the cutting force signal interpretations
because the baseline signal is always subtracted from the cutting force signal. In other
words, an elevated baseline signal will not elevate the cutting force and vice versa, a low
baseline signal will not lower the cutting force.
The third step involved application ofFinite Element Analysis (FEA) to gain a better
understanding of the cutting system mechanics and frictional mechanisms of the Lab Shear
Device. A two-dimensional (2D) systemmodel of the Lab Shear Device's (LSD's) cutting
components was generated using
Patran+
pre-processing FEA software. The model
included the moving blade, the stationary blade, a loadrail, and two spring elements. The
system was modeled using ABAQUS/Standard, a general purpose implicit finite element
program which allows for non-linear analysis. Analysis provided a possible explanation





of film products for consumer use, thin polymer web is converted to
films and sheets of specified size via cutting operations such as slitting and chopping. To
provide high cut-edge quality with minimum debris generation, the process-product
interactions present in these operations need to be understood and optimized. In
conventional finishing equipment, the shear angle cutting process is the predominant
method used. Due to the complex three dimensional nature of the shear angle cutting
process, a test device designed specifically for shear angle cutting investigation was thus
developed to provide this process-product understanding.
The device was designed to provide force and velocity measurements of the shear
angle cutting process with the abilities to vary cutting speed, knife preload, and blade
geometry. The cutting operations, including auto and manual operation with or without
clamp engagement, are selected using a simple control panel. Force and velocity data are
collected via a data acquisition system, which is a PC with an oscilloscope board.
Several experiments were conducted using polycarbonate film, which demonstrated
the Lab Shear's ability to provide consistent and repeatable measures of cutting force and
velocity of the shear angle cutting process. Overall variability of the test device was
determined to be within 10%, which was acceptable for the device's intended use. The
ability to change blade preload
and speed provides the flexibility to investigate many areas
of the process-product interaction.
Failure mechanisms during the cutting process under various conditions could also
be studied through the analysis of the fracture morphology. Therefore, the ability for the
Lab Shear to generate reproducible fracture morphology for a given set of conditions, was
essential. Evaluation of cut-edge fractures showed excellent repeatability for each set of
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similar speed-preload conditions. For the polycarbonate tested, fracture morphologies
observed tend to be independent of speed and dependent on preload.
Information provided by the Lab Shear is expected to be used to aid in the
development of both film products and finishing processes. With the Lab Shear,
development of film products could take into account film behavior under shear angle
cutting conditions without extensive slitting experimentation. Process conditions may be
optimized for specific materials based on speed, shear angle, preload, and potentially
several other factors.
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6.1. Suggestions for Further Work
While the Lab Shear Device has been designed to understand shear angle cutting
conditions for a
10
shear angle, other angles (as well as other parameters) may be
investigated. Additional blades may be fabricated to provide a variety of shear angles, rake
angles (the angle between the blade surface and the material, perpendicular to the shear
angle), and clearances (gap between blades). Additional preload springs may be fabricated
to provide greater range, as well as finer resolution, of preloads for investigation.
Reductions in signal noise may be sought out for improving signal-to-noise ratio to
for data obtained. The greatest reductions could be gained via alternate electronic control
and data acquisition equipment.
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8.0 Appendix



















Figure A3. X-Section V14: 100 ips. 12 lb. PM. Figure A4. X-Section V15: 100 ips. 12 lb. .AM.
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Figure A5. X-Section V6: 5 ips. 12 lb. PM. Figure A6. X-SectionVll: 5 ips. 12 lb. .AM.


















Figure A". X-Section V13: 5 ips. 12 lb. AM.
figure A8. X-Section V12: 5 ips. 12 lb. PM.
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Figure A9. X-Section Vl: 100 ips. 2 lb. .AM. piguie A10. X-Section V3: 100 ips. 2 lb. AM.
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Figure A13. X-Section V2: 5 ips. 2 lb. PM. Figure A14. X-Section V4: 5 ips. 2 lb. PM.
Figure A15. X-Section V5; 5 ips. 2 lb. .AM. Figure A16. X-Section V9: 5 ips. 2 lb. AM.
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